
 
 

 

MARINEDDA THALASSO & SPA 5* 
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Location 
A voyage over an emerald sea, past characteristic coves and beaches of snow white sand … this is Sardinia, an 
island that strikes its visitors with natural contrasts, the lights and colors of a region that boasts old traditions 
and a wild and pure nature.  



 

 

Situated in the middle of the Mediterranean Sea, Sardinia is a mainly mountainous region, without high peaks, 
with a vast and charming, yet bittersweet, natural environment. In fact, the presence of man does not seem 
to affect this territory; great surfaces still preserve their natural composition, luxuriant woods with even 
millenary trees, small desert areas and marshes inhabited by deer, wild horses and rapacious birds.  
The sea reigns over this region with its colors that migrate into the coves, along the coasts, towards the 
beaches and the most popular resorts. An example is the Costa Smeralda (Emerald Coast) with Porto Cervo 
set as its gemstone and uniting the history and culture of ancient traditions with a joyful and colourful nightlife. 
Porto Cervo was named after its enchanting cove that resembles the antlers of a deer; the Old Port is 
considered the best-equipped touristic port in the Mediterranean Sea. Porto Rotondo is also a famous 
location; it overlooks the wide Gulf of Cugnana and is full of villas and piazzas swathed by such a splendid 
natural environment as this. 
 
Property 
The Hotel Marinedda looks out over one of the most attractive panoramas of the Golfo dell’Asinara on a 
stretch of the North-West coast of Sardinia known as the Costa Rossa on account of the typical colour of the 
rocks. Set amidst this unique natural setting, the Hotel Marinedda extends over a gentle promontory that 
slopes down to the sea, facing the bay of the same name and the rocks of Punta Li Canneddi, which create a 
unique visual spectacle. 
Thanks to the excellent services and facilities, the Marinedda is particularly suitable for wellness and relaxing 
holidays by the Sardinian sea. Here you will find a stretch of sea with a shallow sandy bottom which is perfect 
for children’s games, an enchanting beach that can easily be reached on foot, two fabulous swimming pools, 
a modern Wellness Centre, specialized in Thalassotherapy with several heated seawater pools that are also 
delightful in low season, as well as a childminding service with lots of activities for their free time. 
To celebrate its upgrading to 5 star status in 2016, the Marinedda is even more beautiful than before with 
elegant new Single rooms and prestigious Junior Suites while for those travelling with children there are 
comfortable Family Suites and Senior Family Suites with adjoining communicating bedrooms designed 
specifically for families. The top quality cuisine and the comfort and elegance of the rooms together with the 
excellence of the services and facilities all go to make this one of the most appreciated beachfront hotels in 
Sardinia. The Hotel Marinedda is the perfect location for couples who want to celebrate their honeymoon or 
their wedding in Sardinia: exclusive rooms including the Executive Elicriso with private Thalasso pool, romantic 
restaurants with delicious tempting menus, the “Elicriso” Thalasso Centre & SPA with dedicated wellness 
packages and numerous excursions departing directly from the little harbour at Isola Rossa so that you can 
visit some of the most delightful places in the North of Sardinia. For a dream wedding in Sardinia you can count 
on staff specialized in event organization who will make your special day even more unique. 
 
Rooms 
The rooms at the Hotel Marinedda Thalasso & SPA, elegant and sophisticated, are surrounded by carefully 
tended gardens, amidst the perfumed scents of Mediterranean maquis. Decorated in typically Mediterranean 
style with chestnut beams, features in wrought iron, valuable fabrics and exposed outside local stonework all 
go to make the setting pleasant and welcoming. This 5 star hotel will satisfy both the holiday needs of families 
with its spacious and comfortable rooms, and the desire of couples and singles for relaxation and privacy even 
on honeymoon, thanks to the romantic possibilities that this hotel by the wildest and most beautiful Sardinian 
sea can offer. All the rooms have a large fully furnished veranda, bathroom with shower, hairdryer, air 
conditioning, wi-fi, telephone, TV, safe, minibar, bathrobes for adults and beach towels.. 
 
Price starting from: 260 euro per room per night with half board included 



 

 

Amenities included: 
 Free upgrade (upon availability) 
 Welcome drink 
 Special 10% discount on SPA treatments and restaurant 

Special campaign expressively made for Travel Counsellors 
 

Surroundings & Activities 
Suggest your clients nice places to visit around and interesting activities to complete the offer. 
 

Surroundings: 
Porto Cervo – 80km away 
La Maddalena island – 60km away (Palau) then 30 mins by ferry 
Aquapark – 1km away 
Stintino – 90km away 
 

Activities 
Minicruise Bonifacio and Corsica: on request 
Sport fishing excursion: on request 
Cycling, kayak and stand up paddle: on request 
 
Map & Accessibility 
Our transfers: prices per car, one way 
Night supplement 25% apply for services from 8pm to 7am 
 

Closest airport: Olbia Costa Smeralda, 40 mins away 
By sedan (max 2 pax with bags): 172 euro 
Minivan (max 6 pax with bags): 235 euro 
 

   


